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REPORT Launch of Viksit Bharat@2047 Ideas Portal by Hon'ble PM

(11th December,2023\

The NSS cell of the Government College of €ducation Sector 20D, Chandigarh screened live

broadcast of Launch of Viksit Bharat@2047 ldeas Portal by Hon'ble PM . The PM at the outset

appreciated the efforts of all the Governors of all states to introduce and work towards Viksit

Bharat. He congratulated Voice of Youth effort during the ongoing Amrit Kaal. We must

optimize this period representative of the lenghy struggle and sacrifice. We have a roaring

success on hands. Awarerress. intention for social improvement, and all such initiatives have

come up with full strength. He named a few universities as an example of progress. All

functional agencies must commit their work to VIKSIT BHARAT. The institution that you

represent must channelize the energy of youth engaged respectively. All stakeholders must hence

contribute to the theme here onwards.

"l' is the self, lndia, Idea - The Prime Minister persuaded each one to think innovatively and

bring a progressive change. Do not be limited to education and skills but perform in higher levels

of civic engagement. Sirnpte responsibilities tike obeying traffic lights, reaching the workplace

on time can lead to our nation's progress; the PM said. Swachta is a larger concern. Think and

contribute to the ideas. Examinations have a phase in youth and it becomes a farnily marathon'

Take it as a common responsibility. Voice of youth and rules of civic life must be in progressive,
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achieving goals wilt be inevitable. Let's write the future of our Nation together. This workshop

today must lead to us as a VIKSIT BHARAT by 2047.
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